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Acontract for the distribution of Vodavoda water was
signed with its exclusive distributor in GCC coun-
tries Karo Kuwait Company in the presence of the

Serbian Municipality Minister, Belgrade Governor, Kuwaiti
Ambassador to Serbia Yousuf Abdulsamad and Qatar’s
Ambassador to Serbia Sheikh Mubarak Al-Thani.
Vodavoda water has become popular in Kuwait and
demand is on the increase in other GCC countries.

A visit was organized to the “house of water”, as it is

called in Serbia, and the delegation toured the plant and
saw how the water is filled as well as its source. Vodavoda
water is considered the world’s purest and has been
underground for thousands of years. It is brought up to
the surface from a depth of 605 m and filled directly by
adding or removing elements. It is purified through the
calcareous layers underground.

Kuwaiti Ambassador Abdulsamad emphasized the
importance of cooperation between Kuwait and Serbia,

adding that relations go back more than 50 years.
Abdulsamad said Kuwait Karo Company is considered a
bridge to strengthen Kuwait-Serbia relations. Director
General of Karo Company - the sole Vodavoda distributor
- Abdulaziz Abdeen said a donation of $50,000 to
UNICEF in the name of Kuwait comes as a contribution
with Vodavoda Serbia to build children care centers in
Serbia and the rest of the world.

VODAVODA WATER EXCLUSIVELY 
DISTRIBUTED IN GCC 

In keeping with the spirit of contemplation and
togetherness that symbolizes the Holy Month of
Ramadan, Home Centre, the region’s leading home

retailer, is set to launch its Ramadan catalogue
themed Valuable Moments. Featuring over 400 new
lines, the 60-page catalogue will highlight elegant
and affordable furniture pieces, decorative acces-
sories, festive lighting options and essential table-
ware and kitchenware for today’s stylish and distinc-
tive homes. 

From spending some quiet time with family and
friends to entertaining guests at home or exchanging
gifts with loved ones, the Holy Month is about mak-
ing memories and Home Centre’s diverse range of
products and styling tips promises to enhance and
make these special moments even more precious. 

A distinct focus this year is on the Suzani collec-
tion, a grand and luxurious line that features mirror-,
si lver- and champagne-finishes, with exquisite
embroidered patterns. The catalogue also includes a
separate ‘cook’ section for the very first time, to
highlight its sought-after kitchenware and tableware
ranges. This section also contains some delicious
regional Ramadan recipes for readers to try out at
home during their Ramadan get-togethers. 

This year’s much-anticipated catalogue showcases
bedroom furniture lines and accessories along with
tips on how to remain well-rested throughout the
Holy Month. As per the catalogue’s suggestion, Home
Centre’s products also make the perfect gifts .
Customers can purchase Ramadan gift cards in-store
to present to friends and family. Throughout the Holy
Month of Ramadan, Home Centre is encouraging
customers to share their #ValuableMoments on
Instagram, for a chance to win exciting prizes.  In line
with its commitment to providing exceptional value,
Home Centre offers a warranty of up to five years on
furniture and up to one year on home accessories.
The Ramadan collection is available across all Home
Centre stores.

Home Centre’s New Ramadan Catalogue
is About Cherishing Valuable Moments 

‘Catalogue Highlights Design Trends, Iftar Recipes and Styling Tips’

Screaming fans
flood Hollywood
as NSYNC gets Walk

of Fame honor

Thousands of fans shut down Hollywood’s Walk of
Fame Monday as 1990s boy band NSYNC were
recognized for a glittering chart run that cata-

pulted Justin Timberlake to pop superstardom. The
heartthrob was joined by bandmates Lance Bass, JC
Chasez, Joey Fatone and Chris Kirkpatrick to receive
their star on the iconic thoroughfare, watched by talk
show hosts Ellen DeGeneres and Carson Daly. “For all
of you who came from far and wide to be here to
share this moment with us, thank you so much-this
really means the world to all of us,” Timberlake, an
accomplished singer and actor yelled out at the
screaming crowd.

NSYNC sold more than 70 million records — 30
million in the US-with  a dozen singles making the Top
40, adult contemporary, dance, Latin, country or R&B
charts. The group are also among the most successful
live acts in pop, with the first 52 dates of the “No
Strings Attached” world tour selling out in record time.
The band’s first single, “I Want You Back” (1996),
became the longest Top 10 entry for a new group,
while the self-titled debut album, released in 1997, sold
more than 10 million copies. The next two records,
“No Strings Attached” and “Celebrity,” topped the
US charts in 2000 and 2001, while other memorable
singles include “Bye Bye Bye,” “Girlfriend” and “It’s
Gonna Be Me.”  —AFP

Singers Chris Kirkpatrick, Lance Bass, JC Chasez,
Joey Fatone and Justin Timberlake of NSYNC are
honored with a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame
in Hollywood, California. — AFP
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